
Experience SaaS Simplicity, Security &
Savings — 6 Months Free!*
Switch to Druva fromVeeam, get up to 6months free!*

Your data deserves better than Legacy, plain and simple. Leap to the cloud and forever break from the stress and
hassles of DIY data protection. With NO infrastructure, NO manual updates, and NO hidden costs, Druva 100%
SaaS solution is fully managed and unifies data protection across data centers, SaaS apps, and the public cloud
while saving you up to 40% TCO!

See for yourself! Switch to Druva from Veeam and get up to 6 months of our industry-best, fully managed SaaS
data protection FREE.

Ditch DIY and let Druva do the hard work for you
100% SaaS means simplicity! Druva brings a single, fully managed, unified management console
across workloads and locations, with automated workflows for fast deployment. Everything is
included on day one at no extra cost — storage, compute, software, and security.

Kiss ransomware goodbye with air-tight security, guaranteed recovery
Veeam’s Windows-based architecture is a favorite among hackers. Stay out of the ransomware
headlines with Druva! Accelerate response and recovery with anomaly detection and curated
recovery across workloads. Druva guarantees recovery up to $10 million.

No infrastructure or pricing headaches = major cost savings
Remove software and hardware and reduce IT overhead. Scale on-demand, auto-tier backups
from warm to cold storage, and leverage cloud DR to drive up to 40% in savings. Straightforward
pricing means you only pay for the storage you actually consume — no surprises!

*One time promotional offer: 2 months off for 12-month subscription, 4 months off for 24-month subscription,
6 months off for 36-month subscription. Must be a current Veeam customer. Available for a limited time.

Get Started:
Reach out to your preferred authorized Druva partner for details.
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